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Benghazi. The noble hall of Gaddafi’s villa at the local airport.



The militias of Shabab, or revolutionary youth, which fought against Muammar Gaddafi’s forces 
for control of Libya in 2011, could hardly be called an army. They lacked a proper command 
chain, uniforms, sophisticated weaponry and military skills, and yet they stood up to the national 
army and kept advancing towards Misratah and Tripoli. 

As the militiamen gained ground to the West, in Benghazi, the Shabab’s base in the country’s 
East, the city’s leaders began working to form the future government of national unity. In later 
years their optimism would prove to have been in vain.



Benghazi. Syrian workers in a warehouse at the city harbor, waiting to leave Libya by ship.



Ras Lanuf. A rebel guarding a check-point with his weapons and his copy of the Koran.



Misrata. Surgeons at the Hekma Private Clinic operate on a boy, leg injured after a bomb.



On the water way from Benghazi to Misrata, on the Ezzarouk tug. Rebels watching at the sunset and at Misrata, not far.



Brega. The entrance to a barracks, destroyed by a bomb.



Benghazi. A wounded man from Misrata is treated on a Turkish ship.



Ajdabia. Rebels at the last northern check-point before the town.



Benghazi. Women demonstrating against Gaddafi in Mahkama Square in front of the courthouse, base of the new interim government.



Benghazi. Rebels with an anti-aircraft machine gun at the Benghazi airport.



Misrata. Local politicians welcome the rebels.



Benghazi, city hospital. A man who was injured in a fighting with Gaddafi’s mercenaries is nursed by his relatives.



Ras Lanuf. Pipeline of the oil refinery.



Benghazi. An Egyptian doctor measuring the blood pressure of a Libyan man in a makeshift infirmary.



Benghazi, city airport. Nasir al-Zaide, chief of the airport police, talking on the phone near the runway.



Ajdabya, city hospital. A tired doctor, who has spent many hours working at the local hospital.



Benghazi. Women demonstrating against Gaddafi in Mahkama square.



Benghazi. A blood stained couch in Gaddafi’s villa at the local airport.



Benghazi, courthouse. Humanitarian activist Najla Elmangonsh at work in a room of the southern wing of the courthouse, where the media center set up by the 
new interim government is based.



Benghazi, city harbor. Syrian families waiting to leave Libya by ship. A Libyan soldier and a volunteer try to arrange them in rows as they enter a warehouse.



Benghazi. Soldiers of the Libyan Army, now backing the rebels, discuss in a room of the barracks near the city airport.



Frontline between Brega and Ajdabiya. A man is calling at the war with a speaker.



Benghazi. A rebel sleeping in a gym.
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